EASY. COMPACT. STORAGE.

WE'VE AUTOMATED
A TRIED-AND-TESTED
SYSTEM FOR YOU…
… and given it the perfect shape!

The classic file archive. A simple idea: achieve the largest possible storage space using the smallest
possible floor space. There's a reason why such a compact and easy-to-use system is so often used
in archives, offices, museums and, last but not least, in pharmacies. Now we've taken this principle of
incorporating a moving space into storage solutions even further by automating it.

DRAWER SYSTEMS

AREA STORAGE

ROLL-FRONTED
CABINET STORAGE

SPACE-SAVING
ROLL‑FRONTED
CABINET STORAGE.
Compared with traditional shelves, a roll-fronted cabinet system provides many times more
storage space. The aim is to achieve the largest possible storage volume using as little floor
space as possible. Economy of use, optimum loading and unloading speeds, and variable
designs are essential. The result—the GO.compact and the GO.direct for your pharmacy.

- Requires lots of operating space
- Offers limited storage capacity
- Variable only in length and height

+ Requires minimum
operating space
+ Offers high storage capacity
+ Variable length, height
AND width

Automatically.

The GO.compact with its patented technology for an automated roll-fronted cabinet system provides
one of the most compact storage systems for pharmacies. Compared to conventional drawers in
pharmacies, our system only needs about half as much space while offering the same capacity.
The choice of lengths, heights AND widths mean that the GO.compact combines all your requirements
for functionality and maximum space utilisation while giving you the best value for money.

FULLY AUTOMATIC
STORAGE.
Even in their basic versions, the GO.compact and GO.direct are among the best automatic systems for
your pharmacy. The front-facing manual loading module with over 100 slots enables uninterrupted
loading of up to 350 packages per hour. You choose the loading speed because the system does what
you tell it to do. This makes loading quick and simple, giving you more time for advising customers
and for sales. And, once the package has been scanned and loaded into the module, it is immediately
available to the salesperson.
Thanks to fully automatic loading, the system is filled within a short space of time. Simply tip in the
wholesaler's box, start the loading process, and you're done! The dispensing system loads packages
automatically, reads the expiry date and lot number from the Data Matrix code* and synchronises
the new delivery with the pharmacy IT system. If you're really under time pressure, you can even use
the manual loading module at the same time to load more packages (dual loading).
Of course, all GO.compact/GO.direct models can also be upgraded to include fully automated loading.
* where available

The all-round solution.

The automatic dispensing system can be built around on three sides—for example, it can be installed
directly behind the medicine display wall. The stored packages can be dispensed automatically at the
system itself or at any location in the room using optional conveyor technology. The rear of the automated
system can be used for work or storage areas. This means that the GO.direct can be installed in any
location in your pharmacy. As with all models in the GO.compact series, the GO.direct comes in various
widths, lengths and heights, and can be adapted to your spatial limitations, saving you conversion costs.
Of course, the GO.direct also uses the tried and tested space-saving roll-fronted cabinet principle.

PACKAGES

12,000
DISPENSARY

INTEGRATED
ALL‑ROUND.

INTEGRATED
SOLUTION 1

8,000
PACKAGES

DISPENSARY

With the GO.compact and GO.direct, we offer two automatic dispensing systems guaranteed to fit into
any pharmacy layout. The GO.direct with its fast dispensing system, which dispenses directly through
the medicine display wall in record time. And the GO.compact variant, which offers more distance and
transparency, and also delivers first-rate performance thanks to its internal speed band.

INTEGRATED
SOLUTION 2

19,000
DISPENSARY

PACKAGES

INTEGRATED
SOLUTION 3

EASY
BY DESIGN.
Efficient space utilisation in the machine. The GO.compact/
GO.direct can hold almost the entire spectrum of pharmacy
products, totalling 4,000 to over 57,000 packages. The drugs
are stored in roll-fronted cabinets, each with a capacity of
up to 2,000 packages. And we're not re-inventing the wheel:
The automated roll‑fronted cabinet system is based on the
idea of a proven filing system, enabling access to the stored
items by way of the "roaming gap". A real space saver!

A – LOADING MODULE Quick and ergonomic loading of 350 packages per hour with immediate availability (can be delivered as an
option with fully automatic loading) B – TOUCHSCREEN WITH SCANNER Intuitive and simple menu navigation C – BACK-OFFICE
DISPENSING POINTS Comes with three dispensing points as standard for home delivery, shipment processing and automatic
returns management D – DISPENSING POINT TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY Flexible transfer points to external transport technology
E – STORAGE CUPBOARDS Mobile modules for single location storage and guaranteed capacity of 6,000 packages per metre
of system storage F – INTERNAL CONVEYOR BELT Shortening the gripper routes for removal speeds from seven seconds per
package G – SLIDING DOORS Simple storage access from the side H – GRIPPER Modern direct soft pick gripper for safe and fast
goods handling

VARIABLE
AND COMPACT.
CHOICE OF
LOADING MODES:
manual and/or
fully automated

Of course, the machine must adapt to your pharmacy and not vice versa. That's why we build
the GO.compact and GO.direct in a variety of heights, widths and lengths. Our aim is to keep
the conversion costs for your pharmacy as low as possible to ensure that your investment
pays for itself within a short space of time. Not only that, but our machines look good too!

CHOICE OF
ACCESSIBILITY OPTIONS:
from the side or from the front

CHOICE OF
WIDTHS:
from 3.40 m to 1.28 m

For example: 2.35 m high, 1.28 m wide.
The most compact form of the automatic rollfronted cabinet. Fits even when it's a squeeze.

For example: 2.95 m high, 2.20 m wide.
The classic. The drawer system in the pharmacy
can frequently be replaced by the GO.compact
with completely automated storage (without
losing capacity). With no conversion costs.

For example: 3.25 m high, 2.20 m, 2.60 m, 3.00 m or 3.40 m wide.
Depending on the length, this GO.direct can contain over
57,000 packages. High capacity with ideal use of space.

ADDITIONAL DIRECT
DISPENSING LOCATIONS

INDIVIDUAL TRANSPORT
BELT CLADDING

INDIVIDUAL
TRANSPORT
TECHNOLOGY

INDIVIDUAL
AND FLEXIBLE.
We offer numerous optional components that improve the GO.compact/GO.direct even more. Whether
you choose options from delivery or prefer to upgrade later once the system is up and running—
you decide what suits you best. And we'll make any necessary adjustments. This keeps the initial
investment low.
Your Go.compact/GO.direct is a rationalisation tool. That's why we make sure that all the options add
real value and are not just "nice to have". This gives you a faster return on investment.

FULLY AUTOMATIC
STORAGE
(internal, no loss of
capacity)

ADDITIONAL
INSULATION

REFRIGERATED
SHELF

SECOND GRIPPER

INTUITIVE
AND RELIABLE.

NEW DELIVERY

RETURNS

AUTO DISPENSE

STATUS

The GO.compact/GO.direct only shows you what you need to see. Thanks to the intuitive user interface
on the large, easy-to-use 15" touch screen, all of the important functions can be seen at a glance. Loading
and dispensing menus, expiry date management and important stock information can be accessed in
one operating step. Makes navigation and selection easy.

YOU DECIDE
ON OUR DESIGN.

Customised colour schemes create a unique identity. We offer over 200 colours
for you to choose from, giving the GO.compact/GO.direct a unique look and your
very personal touch.
Need help with your decision? Don't hesitate to ask us!

SIMPLE AND
ATTRACTIVE.

Integration is everything. Only if the system is integrated into the pharmacy and its processes can it
produce a holistic concept. Our sales employees will provide you with advice on integration and work with
you to figure out the ideal set-up variants: logistics suggestions for short paths and new space concepts.
Only a customised, perfectly adapted system will get the thumbs-up from your employees. This is just one
of the reasons why we have been selected for the second year running as the best pharmacy partner in
the automation category.

SPECIFICATIONS
SYSTEM

SPECIFICATIONS
FULLY AUTOMATIC STORAGE
1

Other lengths available/2 on request

3

if available

CONFIGURATION

CONFIGURATION

Design

Design

Fully automatic loading (internal)

Fully automatic loading (external)

General

For all system sizes
except those with a width of 1.28 m

Can be connected
to any part of the system

Length of machine + 150 mm

1,680 mm x 490 mm x 1,360 mm

yes - incl. 28 manual loading slots

yes - incl. 102 manual loading slots

Double pick system

Optional

Optional

Fully automatic storage

Optional

Optional

Cooling

Optional

Optional

Dimensions (L/W/H)
Dual loading:

MACHINE DIMENSIONS
Length

1

1.79 - 6.26 m

2.78 - 6.26 m

Width

1.28 - 3.00 m

1.69 - 3.40 m

Height

1

2.20 - 3.55 m (in increments of 15 cm)

Internal buffer
Feed-in options

approx. 100-200 packages
(depending on loading length and buffer belt size)
At the automatic system directly or via lift, slide or conveyor belt

Capacity

4,000 - 57,000 packages

LOADABLE PACKAGES

Area load

approx. 300 kg/m²

Fully automatic loading
Min. dimensions (L/W/H)
Max. dimensions (L/W/H)

40 x 22 x 15 mm
200 x 120 x 80 mm

Manual loading
Min. dimensions (L/W/H)
Max. dimensions (L/W/H)

40 x 22 x 15 mm
225 x 140 x 90 mm

Possible locations

Ground floor, basement, first floor

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS
Minimum

40 x 22 x 15 mm

Maximum

225 x 140 x 90 mm

Weight
Barcodes

5 - 1,000 g
PZN, EAN and 2D barcodes

SPEEDS

Fully automatic loading
Weight
Manual loading
Weight

Loading

approx. 3 - 5 sec./package

Barcodes

Dispensing

approx. 7 - 12 sec./package

SPEEDS

Noise level

< 52 dB

POWER DATA/SAFETY
Voltage
Power consumption
ERP
PC emergency power
Data security

230 V

Manual loading
Loading

Idle: 0.45 kWh
In operation: 0.65 kWh (single-gripper system) / 0.80 kWh (dual-gripper system)2

POWER DATA

all ERP systems via COM | TCP/IP
120 - 180 minutes
Data redundancy with dual PC, automatic database transfer

CONVEYOR TECHNOLOGY
Horizontal
Vertically upwards
Vertically downwards
Output systems

Fully automatic loading
Loading

Conveyor belt/chute systems
Servo-controlled lift mechanism
Spiral chute Ø 400 mm2 or Ø 600 mm2
Tube conveyor, single, double and triple dispenser

Voltage
Power consumption
Last revised: 05/08/2016

Max. 250 ml bottle/max. 400 g per package
5 - 1,000 g per package
PZN, EAN and 2D barcodes3

approx. 150-180 packages/hour
approx. 3 - 5 sec./package

230 V
approx. 0.21 kWh
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